ABSTRACT
A large number of Data Marketplaces (DMs) have appeared in the last few years to help owners monetise their data, and data buyers optimize their marketing campaigns, train their ML models, and facilitate other data-driven decision processes. In this paper, we present a first of its kind measurement study of the growing DM ecosystem, shedding light on several totally unknown facts about it. We show that data products listed in commercial DMs may cost from few to hundreds of thousands of US dollars. We analyse the prices of different categories of data and the challenges of comparing across DMs. We also analyse the pricing of specific sellers and products to identify features that apparently correlate with prices, and we point to the need and the challenges of building a quotation tool for data products based on market data.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Machine Learning (ML) is driving up the demand for data in what has been called the fourth industrial revolution. A report predicted that the market around data-driven decision-making powered by ML algorithms could reach up to US$2.5 trillion globally by 2025 [22], whereas a recent market study within the scope of the European Data Strategy estimates a size of 827€ billion for the EU27 [9].

To satisfy this demand, several data marketplaces (DMs) have appeared in the last few years, acting as mediation platforms between data providers (aka sellers) and potential buyers, and managing the transactions between them. This ecosystem includes open data repositories [19, 25], general-purpose DMs [1, 4, 13–15], and specialised or niche DMs for specific industries, such as automotive [8, 34], financial [5, 37], marketing [28, 29], and logistics [43], to name a few.

An issue of paramount importance is that of data pricing. Some marketplaces leave it to sellers to set a price for their data products, just like in any other marketplace for material goods or services. Many of them do not list prices of their products, but leave it to buyers and sellers to agree on a price following a negotiation process. Pricing data goods is a very complex matter due to their elusive nature. Unlike oil, to which it is often compared [12], data can be copied / transmitted / processed with close to zero cost. It is also a non-rivalrous good, meaning that selling (a copy of) data to a consumer A does not prevent the seller from selling it to another consumer B. Moreover, its value depends heavily on the context and can be very different for each consumer.

The research community at the intersection between computer science and economics has studied several aspects of data pricing [36], and tried to measure the value of personal data [7, 30, 35]. However, there is no systematic measurement study about the actual prices of B2B data products traded in commercial DMs.

Our Contributions: In this paper we present what is, to the best of our knowledge, the first systematic measurement study of DM for B2B data products. This ecosystem, despite being quite vibrant commercially, remains completely unknown to the scientific community. Very basic questions such as "What is the range of prices of data traded in modern DMs?", "Which categories and types of data products command the highest prices?", "Which are the features, if any, that correlate with the most expensive data products?" appear to have no answer and evade most meaningful speculations.

To answer such questions we first conducted an extensive survey for compiling a catalogue with more than 190 DMs [3]. We then selected 15 of them that fulfill necessary criteria for a measurement study, for which we crawled information about the providers selling through them and their products. Adding the portfolio of another 30 data providers, we obtained information for more than 210,000 products from more than 2,100 distinct sellers. We studied data pricing by some vendors and the characteristics of the most expensive products to list features that appear to be driving data prices. Finally, we pointed to the challenges of building a quotation tool for products based on market data.

Our Findings: We observed that the majority of data products were either given for free, or did not carry a fixed price, but rather were up for direct negotiation between the seller and interested
buyers. Focusing on the ones that carried a price, some 4,200 of them, we observed the following:

- Prices vary in a wide range from few, to several hundreds of thousands of US dollars. The median price for data products sold under a subscription model is US$1,400 per month, and US$2,200 for those sold as an one-off purchase.
- Focusing on Amazon Web Services (AWS) DM we found that data related to telecoms, manufacturing, automotive and gaming command the highest median prices.
- We noticed that DMs such as AWS have been growing with a significant 3% monthly rate in 2021.
- We pointed to a number of features like data volume, its category, or its granularity that are driving the prices of data products in commercial data marketplaces.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First, we frame the scope of our analysis in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we present a novel analysis on data product pricing in commercial marketplaces. Furthermore, Sect. 4 dives deeper into analysing AWS’ DM, which accounts for more price references in our sample. We point to the challenges of comparing across DMs in Sect. 5. Next we identify metadata features either related to the most expensive products or used by sellers to set the price of commercial data products in Sect. 6. Finally, Sect. 7 presents the building blocks of a data quotation tool and introduces some challenges of such a development.

2 COMPILING DATA PRODUCTS

An extensive web search after a consultation with experts in the area allowed us to compile a list of 190 DMs [3]. Previous related surveys mention half the number of DMs [38, 40–42] and, therefore, we believe that we have covered a good part of the market. Out of those 190, we selected 104 for a more in-depth study. We discarded concept projects, online advertising platforms, and service providers not offering data products. Moreover, we balanced our selection in terms of the business models covered, and included entities from 17 countries that trade different types of data as Fig. 1 shows.

From our analysis of the aforementioned marketplaces we identified a subset that fulfilled a number of criteria for using them as sources of data for a reproducible measurement study. Such criteria include that they grant access to their product catalog without requiring an account, or through an account but without a vetting process or upfront paid registration, that they have a reasonably large catalog that includes sufficient descriptions of their data products, and that they include a clear description of their pricing policy. Only 10 companies fulfilled all of the above criteria. Most of them did not make it to the list simply because they do not allow non-paying users to browse their catalogs. For example, marketing-related private marketplaces such as Liveramp, LOTAME or TheTradeDesk do not provide public per-product information nor any price references. Searching for information about data sellers using commercial DMs, we scraped five more niche DMs (these three, and two more Quandl and Factset, related to financial data). We also discarded several otherwise scrapable general-purpose DMs (Data Intelligence Hub (DIH) or Google Cloud DM) that include only free data products, except for the largest one, Advameo, which we scraped to help in understanding data categorisation.

Table 1 lists the 15 DMs that we use as data sources in our study. Overall, we include 6 general-purpose and 9 niche DMs, and 30 providers commercialising 777 products and publishing their prices on their own websites.

We developed our own web crawler to render and download web pages, and specialised parsers for extracting metadata. We followed common crawling good practices [23]. For example, we avoided visiting several times the same product page in each scraping round and we set up a random wait time from 1 to 2 minutes after requesting a web page to avoid flooding servers with requests.

We collected information related to 215,075 products from 2,115 distinct sellers in total. We noticed the huge market fragmentation with lots of data providers working with a large number of marketplace platforms. This is natural in a cross-industry nascent market, though hard for data providers to manage. In fact, most data providers (81%) work with only one DM in addition to selling their products through their own website. 45% of providers in niche financial and marketing-related marketplaces sell through general-purpose DMs, such as AWS or DataRade, as well. We also spotted DMs advertising and offering their products in other DMs (e.g., Battlefin or CARTO through AWS). Finally, small and niche providers (58% of them) are focusing on one product only.

We scraped all available metadata from data products, such as the product id, title, description, source, seller and, when available, its geographic scope, volume, category, use cases, update rate, historic...
time span, format, etc. We searched for and eliminated duplicates from a single seller within the same DM. We paid special attention to information related to pricing and actual prices of data products.

Regarding the geographical scope of data products, we found that DMs aggregate information from different countries. 14,472 (7%) of the products did not inform about their scope, and 1,177 (around 10% out of the 11,823 paid products) claimed to be global. Figure 1c shows the number of data products covering each country. Regarding the number of paid data products, US leads this ranking: around 30% of paid products cover this country. Canada (9.3%), UK (9.2%), Germany (7.6%), France (7.4%), and Spain (7.1%) follow the US in the ranking of countries by number of paid products.

3 ABOUT DATA PRODUCT PRICING

It may appear initially surprising that, despite being privately-held commercial entities in the B2B space [1, 15], most of the surveyed and some of the scraped DMs offer predominately free (most of the time open) data. Our conjecture is that since DMs are two-sided platforms, pre-populating them with free data is a very reasonable bootstrapping strategy, since it can attract the initial “buyers”, which in turn will attract commercial sellers and thus help the DM grow its revenue.

Next, we focus on the 11,823 paid data products, for which we managed to extract some information about their pricing. Despite being few compared to the free ones, this sample provides valuable insights about commercial DMs.

There is a great magnitude of pricing schemes for data products, such as seller-led, buyer-led (bidding), revenue-sharing, tiered-pricing, subject to negotiation, usage-based, etc. [31, 36]. Predominantly, the paid data products are the subscription-based model (i.e., paying for a subscription to get access to data for a period of time), and the one-off model (i.e., lump sum payment for data), seller-led in both cases. The first one is used mostly for “live” data usually accessed via an API (e.g., IoT sensor data), whereas the second is used for more static data usually downloaded as one or more files.

4,162 products from 443 distinct providers provided clear information about their prices. Figure 2 shows a histogram and the corresponding CDF of monthly prices for data products. Regarding those offered under a subscription model, we see prices across a wide range up to US$150,000 per month. Cheap products below US$100 per month are often curated and cleaner versions of open data. For example, a seller offers a historical compilation of quarterly reports submitted to the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), also downloadable from their websites. They also include low-cost “promotion samples” of more expensive products from well-known sellers, such as GIS data and supporting metadata for a small area of some US cities. The median price is US$1,417 per month. Almost one-third of all products, including targeted market data and reports for example, are sold for US$2,000-5,000 monthly.

Comparing to products sold under a one-off model, the latter tend to be more expensive: median price US$2,176 vs. US$1,417 per month for subscription-based products; maximum price US$500,000, more than 3 times higher than the maximum in subscription-based access, and one-off products have a price histogram more normally distributed around its median at US$2,176. Within the heterogeneous set of products within the US$1,000-4,000 interval, we found a large group of voluminous targeted contact data products. Interestingly, we observe a long tail of valuable data products in Fig. 2. We will come back to them later.

4 ANALYZING CATEGORIES IN AWS

To get a more in-depth understanding of data pricing, we analysed the catalog of AWS’ DM, the one with the largest base of paid products with prices. AWS classifies data products by category. Specifically, a product can belong to none, one, or several categories corresponding to industries or sectors of the economy. For instance, credit cards transaction data products are classified both as ‘Financial’ and ‘Retail, Location and Marketing’, whereas weather related ones are not labelled. We mark such unclassified products as ‘Other’.

Figure 3 shows a box plot of products by category in AWS. The X-axis shows the different categories ordered in decreasing median price, whereas the Y-axis represents the monthly price to get access to the data. ‘Telecom’, ‘Manufacturing’ and ‘Automotive’ categories exhibit a median price significantly above the global (×2.6, ×2.3 and ×2, respectively). Most low-value products belong to the ‘Public Sector’, ‘Financial’ (e.g., stock price feeds), and ‘Other’ categories.

We also conducted a temporal analysis of AWS’ DM. Figure 4 shows how the number of data products offered by AWS in each category evolved from Nov’20 to Aug’21. From this figure we see a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Summary of scraped DMs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marketplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advameo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datasnake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knoema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAWEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crunchbase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veracity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retinitv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liveramp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TheTradeDesk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other providers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
significant growth taking place in AWS DM in terms of data products, with a total of 3% monthly increase. Similarly, we also observe 1% monthly growth of the n° sellers. With regards to categories, ‘Gaming’ (175%), ‘Automotive’ (112%) ’Public sector’ (79%), ’Financial’ (55%), and ’Manufacturing’ (48%) exhibit the highest relative growth in n° products. Moreover, ’Financial’ and ’Public Sector’ accounted for the highest absolute growth in n° products, and added 444 and 349 respectively in this period.

5 COMPARING ACROSS MARKETPLACES
Comparing across different marketplaces is not a straightforward task since i) they provide metadata of different granularity and level of detail, and ii) they use different categorisation.

Regarding the information describing data products, most DMs offer a different number of fields and leave providers to fill them in. As a result, some products show more information and metadata than others, and often key information appears as text in product descriptions. This makes it difficult to compare and structure the metadata from different marketplaces. To overcome this challenge, an effort must be done to standardizing and structure this metadata, ensuring that it includes all the information required for buyers to understand the value of a product. This can be done by DMs or providers describing products according to an agreed notation [6], by creating a metadata ontology and setting up quality assurance mechanisms [24], or by structuring and homogenizing data collected from different marketplaces.

As regards data categorisation, every marketplace has its own way to classify data. For example, AWS tags data products with one or more out of ten different categories that correspond to industries, Advanceo allows only one category out of a different set of nine other industries, and DataRade labels data products with one or more tags out of a hierarchy with more than 300 categories and more than 150 use cases.

Furthermore, boundaries between tags are often blurry, and the criteria followed by different DMs and providers to label a data product with a certain category tag are not necessarily coherent. For example, only certain marketplaces mark ‘credit card transaction’ data products as ‘financial’, whereas all DMs label them as related to ‘marketing’. Thus, even if we find apparently comparable categories across different marketplaces, we may miss relevant data products due to inconsistencies in their categorization processes.

The problem has some similarity with classifying web pages on the Internet based on their text, and thus similar solutions might be sought [20]. Although natural language processing may help in labeling products of DM A with categories of DM B, we lack a solid ground truth given the differences in the criteria used to classify products. Moreover, in the case of use cases it is not only description what matters, and some of them require information to be refreshed at a minimum rate, availability of historical data or a minimum granularity for data to be useful.

6 WHICH ARE THE FEATURES DRIVING DATA PRODUCT PRICES?
To list key features determining the price of data products, we first manually inspect our database to i) identify any common distinctive features of top most valuable products, and ii) see how particular sellers price their data products.

6.1 Key features of expensive data products
Section 3 pointed to a long tail of 33 data products worth more than US$30,000 per month. We found that:

- All of them include huge amounts of data from millions of people, tens of thousands of locations, etc.
- 20 (61%) of them offer daily updates.
- 11 (33%) of them do not provide any past data, and only 4 (12%) over 2 years historical data.
- 22 (67%) of them are US-focused, and 7 (21%) are global.
- 25 (73%) of them relate to Retail, Location and Marketing.
- B2B products include precise enterprise and contact data.
- At least 16 (48%) of them enable a granular location-based analysis, and 9 (27%) of them provide geo-located data.
- 7 B2C marketing products (21%) allow for session reconstruction (i.e., connecting data points of individuals/entities).

6.2 Seller-specific pricing strategies
We also looked at how specific sellers set the prices of data and we found that surprisingly simple regression models relying on specific metadata features were able to accurately predict their prices. Figure 5 depicts three such examples for telecom, recommender systems, and consumer segmentation data. We observe that:
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(a) Mobile coverage
(b) Podcast metadata information
(c) Consumer segmentation products

Figure 5: Pricing regression examples from specific sellers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Group</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>( n ) features</th>
<th>Example of features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What?</td>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Labels attached to the product that define the type of data it contains</td>
<td>custom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Stem-like features obtained from data product descriptions</td>
<td>custom</td>
<td>'wordmarket', 'wordidentitiy', 'wordlist'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifiability</td>
<td>Tells whether the product allows the buyer to recognize the activity of individuals or to identify specific companies</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>'idSessions', 'idCompanies'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much?</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Normalized ( n ) units covered broken down by the nature of such units</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update rate</td>
<td>Defines the frequency between data updates as announced by the seller</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>'real time', 'monthly', 'hourly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granularity</td>
<td>Defines the resolution and potential aggregations of data</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>'aggLevel', 'spatialResol', 'timeResol'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How?</td>
<td>Delivery method</td>
<td>Defines how the buyer can have access to data</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Defines the way in which data is arranged</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>'txt', 'shapefile', 'xls'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add-ons</td>
<td>Tells whether the product attaches any add-on or has any limitations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>'ProfServices', 'Limitations'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When?</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Time scope included</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where?</td>
<td>Geo scope</td>
<td>Metrics about countries included in the data product</td>
<td>up to 249</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- A seller offering mobile network infrastructure and coverage data by country, by grouping products in a few price tiers that depend on their gross domestic product (see Fig. 5a).
- A seller offering metadata about podcasts uses language to segment its products, and prices them proportionally to the \( n \) of podcasts they include (US$0.5 per podcast, see Fig. 5b).
- A well-known leader in consumer segmentation data relies on the population covered, its purchase power, and the granularity of the information provided to set the prices of its country-wide products (see Fig. 5c, \( R^2 = 0.88 \), mean absolute error = 10% of the average, mean relative error = 9%).

Understanding pricing strategies of sellers proved valuable to find features related to asking prices observed in commercial DMs.

6.3 Summary

Table 2 summarizes the features we found in different DMs that data prices seem to depend upon. We have grouped them by the aspect of data they describe. For example, product description, categories or use cases capture ‘what’ kind of data we are selling, or features related to volume (e.g., how many individuals, enterprises, etc.), data update rate, spatio-temporal resolution or aggregation level determine ‘how much’ data a product offers. Information about data products can be retrieved from the asking price published by commercial DMs and, to better capture the real market value, from actual data transactions registered by DMs. Still there are a number of challenges to build such a cross-DM database, including those discussed in Sect. 5, automating the extraction of features from the different DM or the population of unavailable fields, dealing with different languages, etc. Descriptive text-related features can be obtained from product descriptions using natural language processing methods, and categories and use cases be identified by means of classifiers based on the descriptions and the characteristics of data.

On top of this homogenized base of data products, ML regression models may be trained to understand what are the features driving the prices of data, or recommender systems to find similar products in the market and get an approximate quotation for a new product based on similar products in the market, as we do with second-hand houses or cars.

7 BUILDING A DATA QUOTATION TOOL

Data sellers find it challenging to decide a price for their data products [3]. Our success in training simple regression models to understand the prices of data set by specific sellers led to an interesting research question: can we train more complex regression models that are applicable to the whole base of data products? Such models would be able to provide sellers with a hint of the price of a dataset based on real market data about the prices of similar products. Figure 6 depicts the main building blocks of such a data quotation tool.

The blocks on the left are intended to ingest data to the cross-DM database. We envisage two different sources of data: 1) metadata and reviews of data products scraped from \( N \) public DMs, using crawlers...
and parsers similar to the ones we described in Sect. 2, and 2) more
detailed information from M partner DMs about data products,
actual data transactions, number of views, reviews of products
and vendors. These ingestion modules will provide standardized
and structured data about data products to the cross-DM database,
the centralized data warehouse of the tool. Table 2 summarized
some fields describing data products that are affecting data prices,
and hence must be extracted and loaded into the cross-DM to be
considered in quoting data prices.

Category and use case ML classifiers will be used to enrich the
information in the cross-DM database by attaching standardized
data categories and use cases to data product. Such models must
consider the challenges stated in Sect. 5, they will take descriptions
and metadata of data products as inputs, and they will provide as
their output whether data products belong to the specific category
or the specific use case the classifier is trained to detect. As ground
truth, classifiers will use cleansed information about 1) actual cat-
egory tags of commercial DMs and 2) classifications informed by
the users.

Similarly, ML regression models will be trained to fit prices
found in commercial DMs taking as input all the metadata features
presented in Tab. 2. Regression models will be able to provide an
expected price range for a data product described by the user, or for
data products in commercial DMs lacking a price reference. This
information will also be used to enrich the cross-DM database.

Similarity models will be able to compute how similar or different
two data products or vendors are. They will use similarity functions
and the information stored in the cross-DM database. Semantic NLP
models will be required to compare descriptions of data products.

The front-end will provide at least the following functions for
users of the tool:

- browsing the cross-DM database and looking for data prod-
  ucts or data providers;
- finding products or vendors similar to the one specified by
  the user as an input, or similar to other products or providers
  in the cross-DM database;
- obtaining price references for a data product based on i) the
  price of similar products in the market, and ii) on the
  prediction of the built-in regression models.

The main limitation of a quotation tool such as the one described
here is that it would heavily rely on the metadata of commercial
products to provide price references for data products. Therefore, it
would not take into consideration other relevant factors for pricing
a dataset such as i) its adequacy and its usability for the specific
task of the potential buyer, ii) the quality of the data provided, iii)
the specific value for the buyer, which may substantially differ with
the purpose of acquiring a data product.

Finally, the tool may also consider other factors in order to pro-
vide more accurate quotations for data products. For example, the
competition observed in the segment of the market the data prod-
uct is aimed to, or the price trend of data for the specific segment
over time may also be affecting the price of a data product in
the market. The first should be somehow reflected by updated market
prices, and the second requires harvesting and analyzing market
data across time.

8 RELATED WORKS

Even though several surveys related to data marketplaces have
been recently published [3, 38, 40–42], our work is, to the best of
our knowledge, the first empirical measurement study that deals
with the price data in commercial DMs.

In fact, the lack of empirical data around dataset prices is con-
sidered as a key challenge in data pricing research [36]. According
to some authors, some techniques to set the prices of digital prod-
ucts [39] or cloud services [44] are applicable to data products, as
well. Some authors proposed auction designs to set the prices of
digital goods and data products [17, 18]. Novel AI/ML data marketplace
architectures have been proposed under the concept of value-based
pricing [2, 11, 33] and the value of privacy [32]. Moreover, some au-
thors defined pricing strategies and marketplaces based on differen-
tial privacy [16, 27] or for queries to a database [10, 26]. All of them
work on analysing the theoretical properties for fair, arbitrage-free
pricing, but leave the responsibility of actually defining absolute
prices to both buyers and sellers. Quality-based pricing [21, 45] is
the one closest to our approach, and assesses the value of data by
evaluating and assigning weights to quality features like those we
listed in Tab. 2.

The pricing of personal data has received attention from the
privacy and measurement communities. There are measurement
studies based on prices carried over the Real Time Bidding proto-
col [30, 35] as well as more traditional survey-based studies [7].
These works report prices for the data and the attention of individu-
als and, therefore, have nothing to do with B2B datasets traded in
modern DMs.

9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our work has provided a first glimpse into the growing market for
B2B data. Having scraped metadata for hundreds of thousands
of data products listed by 10 real-world data marketplaces and other
30 data providers, we have seen that while the median price for data
is few thousands, there exist data products that sell for hundreds
of thousands of dollars. We have also looked at the categories of
data and the specific features that appear to have impact on prices,
and pointed to specific challenges and solutions to compare across
marketplaces with different categorization.

Due to the current fragmentation of data markets, there is a need
of an overarching solution not only to discover data, but to provide
transparency on how much a piece of data might be worth in the
market, and why. In that direction, the paper provides a high-level
architecture of price recommendation tool for new data products.
We are continuously monitoring commercial DMs to see how they
evolve and to enrich our database and to find out more about the
price and the value of data. We are also working on the different
blocks described in Sect. 7 to build a quotation tool for data products
using real market data.
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